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Message from the desk of the Editor
Dear Lions and Leos,
On the onset, I express my heartfelt gratitude to our District Governor, for placing his faith 
in me and entrusting me with this pleasure trip. I also express my gratitude to all the Lion 
and Leo members for sharing my responsibility, helping me out in making this publication 
of the 1st edition of digital magazine Lions Imprint, possible.

We are Lions, and To Serve is our motto. Belonging to the largest 
NGO in the World, comprising of more than 49,500 clubs, we 
have proved it once and again that Lions do bring in change. In 
three months time we have already served 421,000 
people,having donated $93,314.This year we have created a 
record where 86 members have become MJF in the first month 
itself, making District 322 G top the entire ISAME leading Multiple 
322 with our contribution of $ 85000.

Friends, it is a matter of great joy that after five decades of 
Lionism in our valley, we have our first District Governor. This 
year, we are moving on ahead with greater enthusiasm, more 
vigour and greater generosity in accomplishing milestones. This 
year will remain red marked in the history of Lionism of District 
322 G. These accomplishments are permanently recorded here 
in Lions Imprint in a quarterly basis. This is the first edition. Three 
more editions will be digitally published to showcase all our 
achievements and accomplishments.

Wishing each one of you very happy and healthy Lionism 
ahead. Togeher, we will make our District and our District 
Governor Lion Nirmal Ji Bhura, proud. Morning shows the day. 
The first Quarter itself is so vibrant that much more glory is sure 
to fall into our bag of success. May we all stay in good health 
and positive spirit, and move on ahead raising our flag higher 
and higher, till we reach the summit.

TOGETHER WE CAN, TOGETHER WE WILL

Yours in Lionism

GIVE GROW GROOM
Lion Ipshita Dutta, MJF
Editor,The Lion Imprint

Dist 322 G, 2023-24
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To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor Lions Imprint 2023-24
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Lion Ipshita Dutta

I am pleased to learn that you are going to publish your District’s quarterly edition of
digital Magazine “Lions Imprint” which will be released during your district’s Second
Cabinet meetingh on 8th October 2023.

The members of your district have always stretched that extra bit to serve those in need
among the communities in and around your area.  The dedication, motivation and
service-mindedness displayed by your members through their various meaningful service
activities have gone a long way in carving out, for Lions, a special place in the hearts of
those they have served.

As lions, it is our unwritten commitment to make this world better than what it has been
before.  This is an important exercise to pursue our purpose in life.  Each one of us is so
busy that devoting time to welfare programs that make an impact may sometimes be
challenging.  The most impressive feature with your members is that they are always on
the lookout for opportunities to reach out wherever the need is, and ensure that LCI
continues to be the top service club organization in the world.

Let us believe in ourselves and in our association because together, we can make the
difference in changing the world.

Thanks, and with regards. 
A  P  Singh

LIONS INTERNATIONAL
Lion AP Singh, Past International Director 



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta,
Editor, Lions Imprints,
Lions International,
District 322G.

Dear Lion Ipshita,

At the outset let me congratulate you for the First Edition of E-Magazine LIONS
IMPRINTS 2023-24 of our District.

Objective of this e-magazine is to share our Vision, District Goals and information about
our Activities with every member of our District and I am sure you will be able to pass
on every bit of information through this magazine.

My congratulations to all Club officers, Cabinet members, Zone & Region Chairs and
District Coordinators for their dedication and hard work in accomplishing wonderful
results in all the areas. At the end of the 1st quarter, our District is leading by example in
the Multiple District 322. We are at top of our MD 322, in the field of membership
growth and LCIF contribution, as a result of your all round support and commitment.

Friends, let us continue to serve the district with the same spirit and enthusiasm and
support the International President’s MISSION 1.5 by extending new clubs and inviting
new members.
Whishing all of you a very happy Durga Puja and Diwali.

Let’s GIVE – GROW – GROOM for changing the world.

With Lionistic Regards,
Nirmal Bhura,
District Governor, Dist 322G.

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Nirmal Bhura, District Governor
District 322G



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Lions and Leos,

I extend my warm greetings to the esteemed members of District 322G. As the First Vice District
Governor, I am deeply honored and privileged to stand alongside our dedicated Lions during the
Lionistic year 2023-2024, under the capable leadership of District Governor Lion Nirmal Bhura.

First and foremost, I wish to convey my heartfelt gratitude to each and every Lion for your
unwavering dedication and hard work. I take great pride in the outstanding accomplishments we
have achieved through our collective efforts. These accomplishments include the establishment of
new Lions and Leo Clubs, the addition of new members, and the initiation of meaningful projects
aimed at serving the less fortunate in our communities. I'm also delighted to note the positive
response we have received in our efforts to support the Melvin Jones Fellowship (MJF), which
underscores our steadfast commitment to the motto "We Serve."

Recently, 21 clubs from Lions fraternity of Guwahati actively participated in the inspiring Haat
Bazaar project, which proved to be a resounding success and unity. Such initiatives motivate our
Lions to redouble their efforts in serving society. Our combined endeavors in assisting those in need,
promoting educational initiatives, and advancing healthcare programs are truly inspiring.

The success of our clubs is a direct consequence of your tireless dedication and the unity that binds us
together. I extend my heartfelt best wishes to all the newly appointed office bearers of District 322G,
who will serve under the dynamic leadership of Lion Nirmal Bhura. I encourage each one of you to
remain actively engaged and continue sharing your invaluable insights and ideas. Together, we can
foster innovation and work towards creating a more inclusive and compassionate society.

Your invaluable contributions serve as the bedrock of our achievements, propelling our District to
even greater Himalayan Heights.

Lionistic regards,
Lion Seema Goenka

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Seema Goenka, Vice District Governor - I
District 322G



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Roaring Lions and Leos of our great District 322G

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that our first edition of digital directory- Lions Imprint is being
published.

I remember and cherish those golden days of my Leoism in 1989, as a vibrant Leo member, of Leo Club of
Gauhati, and I have no hesitation in admitting that the LEADERSHIP, EXPERIENCE & OPPORTUNITY
learned in those times have not only paid me in my Lionistic journey but my professional as well as
personal life. I am whatever today is the dividend being reaped by me in those days. 

Our District is scaling high in all the directions whether it's MEMBERSHIP, SERVICE, EXTENSION,
LCIF and feel proud along with all of you, as one of the best districts of our Multiple with some ISAAME
records. 

Friends, the meticulous planning and consistency shown by our leadership and all of us is gaining
momentum and such momentum and pace have to be multiplied further in the years to come, for manifold
overall growth. 

Friends, no doubt our present  is good and we should plan for the future as well, and as such, I appeal to
each and every Lion or Leo of our District to guide me overall for betterment of our great District. 

My gratitude to you all for having given me a chance as a leader in the coming years. I will do my best to
be worthy of your trust with all  available resources of mine, of our Lion Leaders, Members and of course
my club members of Lions Club of Guwahati Anmol. 

Once again, while Congratulating  each and every Lion and Leos of our District for a remarkable journey  
till now and ahead, I can simply say my heart will always beat for Lionism. 

Long Live Leoism. Long Live Lionism. Jai Hind. 

LION PMJF PANKAJ KUMAR PODDAR
SVDG: DIST 322G

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Pankaj Poddar, Vice District Governor - II
District 322G



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Lion friends,

Geetings. 
It has been a wonderful experience taking up the responsibility of LCIF Coordinator.  I thank our District
Governor for giving me this opportunity which I am really enjoying working for. 
 
Friends, I feel proud to inform you that we have already completed 86 MJF  and our district is the 1st
District in the entire  ISAME to have completed its given target of $ 57200 in the 1st month itself and even
now we are leading in our multiple 322 with our contribution of $ 85000. This achievement has been
possible with the astounding support of our Lions hearted friends. 
Our current target stands at $ 111111 and we are confident to achieve it with the support of all clubs. 
Big donations might not be possible for many and we should focus on participating and contributing to
our foundation may it be by small individual donations with a minimum $20 contribution onwards. 

My heartiest congratulations to all the members and leadership of Lions Club of Gauhati & Lions Club of
Guwahati Parwarish for completing their target for Model club this year & being hereby declared as
MODEL CLUB. 

There is a scheme of 100% contributing Club  which recieves a beautiful patch from LCI. Its possible by
small donation of 50$ per member. 

Giving is not the only agenda, I feel we should prepare and plan good projects to get grants from LCIF too.

Friends, I am a true Lion Volunteer and believe in taking up responsibilities and executing with true
dedication, commitments and thank once again to all the Lions who committed to contribute to LCIF. 

Lion Manoj Bhajanka, PMJF

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Manoj Bhajanka PMJF,LCIF Coordinator
District 322G



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Fellow Lion Members,

I hope this message finds you all in good health and high spirits.
As we embark on another exciting year of service and camaraderie within our Lions community, I wanted to
take a moment to express my gratitude and enthusiasm for the dedication and commitment you all have shown
to our mission.

Each one of us plays a crucial role in making a positive impact on the lives of those we serve. Whether it's
through our vision initiatives, humanitarian projects, or community outreach programs, our collective efforts
continue to make a real difference in our communities.

As the District Leadership Coordinator, I am here to support and assist you in any way I can. I encourage you
to reach out to me with your ideas, questions, and concerns. Together, we can navigate any challenges and
seize the countless opportunities that lie ahead.

I also want to emphasize the importance of unity and collaboration within our district. When we work
together, we achieve more. The recent Haat Bazar projects we had, is a fine example of what we can achieve
when we get together. Let us continue to build strong bonds, foster a spirit of cooperation, and create an
environment where every member feels valued and empowered.

In the coming months, we have exciting events and projects planned, and I look forward to seeing your
enthusiasm and passion shine through, in all that we do. Let's continue to lead by example, inspire one
another, and make this year one of our most impactful yet.

Thank you for being a part of the Lions family and for your unwavering dedication to service.
Together, we are truly making a difference.
Wishing you all a productive and rewarding year ahead.

Warm regards,

Prerna Agarwal
District Coordinator, Gobal Leadership Team
National Trainer, Lions Quest
Certified Library Educator, Certified Storyteller, EQ Educator.

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Prerna Agarwal, GLT Coordinator
District 322G



To 
Lion Ipshita Dutta, MJF
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Dear Lion Ipshita,

I am deeply honored to have the opportunity to share our service activity report and convey
my sentiments in the first quarterly edition of the digital magazine, Lions Imprint,
representing District 322G, scheduled for release during the Second Cabinet Meeting, on the
8th of October, 2023, in Silchar, Assam.

I extend my heartfelt gratitude to our District Governor, Lion Nirmal Bhura, for entrusting
me with the crucial role of District Global Service Team Coordinator within the framework
of GAT. This year, our collective mission is to positively impact 1.6 million beneficiaries. I
am thrilled to report that as of the end of the first quarter, September 30th, we have already
reached 421,000 beneficiaries, with 67% of our clubs actively participating in 1798 service
activities, leading to generous donations amounting to $93,314.

My optimism is matched only by my unwavering confidence in the abilities of the clubs
within our district to exceed this year's ambitious target. This extraordinary progress is a
testament to the unwavering dedication and outstanding leadership of our dynamic District
Governor, Lion Nirmal Bhura, who consistently inspires and guides us.

I wish to extend my heartfelt appreciation once again to all the club leaders for their selfless
service to the underprivileged people of our society, thereby elevating the stature of Lionism
to new heights in the Himalayan region.

Warm regards,

Lion Dilip Saraf
District GST Co-ordinator

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Dilip Saraf, District GST Co-ordinator
District 322G



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

Friends, I am sure by now all of you are very well aware of “ Mission 1.5”. If not please touch the link above and see the video.
Yes, Our International President Dr Patti Hill has set this mission of increasing the strength of Lions throughout the world to
15 lakhs by 2027 from the present strength of approx. 13.77 lakhs.

We should in fact take this as a challenge of achieving this target of 1.5 Million, one year in advance so that the same is
achieved during the period, our International 2nd Vice President A. P. Singh is seated as International President in 2025-26 at
the head quarter of Lions International.  And for this reason, everyone has to put in efforts to achieve this target. So, friends I
would like to hear from each Lion member …. “Challenge Accepted” and make India proud.

There are special awards announced by our Multiple 322 for membership growth for the period 1st October, 2023 to 31st
December, 2023 and the Clubs will be recognised on 10th February, 2024 at Kolkata by International President Dr Patti Hill in
the presence of LCIF Chairperson and the 2nd IVP :

Clubs adding 5 members, the President will be honoured
Clubs adding 10 members, the PSTs will be honoured

At District level our honourable District Governor Lion Nirmal Bhura has set a goal for the clubs having strength less than 25
members as on 1st of October, 2023. These clubs if achieves the targeted strength of 25 then they will be recognised and that
club’s PSTs, club GMT & the members sponsoring the new members will be recognised by appreciation certificates. 
The theme of Lions Clubs International this year is "Changing the World". That is possible only with the strength of our clubs
and that depends on the strength of our membership. We need to share our love of service & inspire others to join us in making
a difference in the world.
As GMT Coordinator, I ask each one of you to embrace the challenge of “Mission 1.5”. Together, we can inspire others to join
our ranks, strengthen our clubs, and bring even more service and compassion to our world.

I am thankful to all the Lion leaders from our district who have supported the mission by adding more than 500 new members
and given a net growth of approx. 400. Here, I would like to mention the name of Lions Club of Gauhati Greater which has
added about 80 members and helped our district to reach a respectable position at the multiple level. Thank you for all that you
do as Lions, and I look forward to working with you all as we continue to grow and thrive in District 322G.

LION Suresh Gaggar, PMJF
GMT Coordinator

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Suresh Gaggar PMJF, GMT Coordinator
District 322G







Preparatory Cabinet meet  ” PAHAL” was held on 30-04-2023 at Guwahati.
District schooling “ ABHYAAS” was held on 29-4-2023 and 30-04-2023 for
clubs PST, ZC , RC, Cabinet members and GAT coordinators.
District Governor Lion Nirmal Kumar Bhura took oath at the International
Convention held at Boston USA on 11-07-2023.
District Installation “DHAROHAR” was held on 23-07-2023 at Guwahati.
First Cabinet meet “SANKALP” was held on 23-07-2023 at Guwahati.
2nd cabinet meeting “Samiksha”will be held at Silchar on 8-10-2023.

Sl. no. Name Of The Club No. Of Members

1. LIONS CLUB OF AGARTALA PARISEVA 21

2. LIONS CLUB OF BORKHOLA GREATER 20

3. LIONS CLUB OF GUWAHATI YOUTH 20

4. LIONS CLUB OF SILCHAR BIJOY 21

5. LIONS CLUB OF SILCHAR EXCELLENCE 20

6. LIONS CLUB OF SILCHAR VISTA 21

LIONS INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT 322G

REPORT FROM CABINET SECRETARY

TILL 07-10-2023 6 NEW CLUBS HAS BEEN CHARTERED. THEY ARE:



Opening as on 01-07-23 3538

Added 534

Dropped 136

Closing as on 07-10-23 3936

Net Gain Till 07-10-23 398

LIONS INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT 322G

TILL 07-10-2023, 86 MEMBERS HAVE BECOME FELLOW OF MELVIN JONES WITH FULL PAYMENT.
OUR DISTRICT IS FIRST AS REGARDS MJF CONTRIBUTION IN MD 322

THE MEMBERSHIP POSITION IS DETAILED BELOW.

OUR DISTRICT IS FIRST IN MEMBERSHIP GROWTH AND 2ND IN NET GROWTH IN MD 322.

Haat Bazar was Organised at Guwahati on 23-09-2023 and 24-09-2023 . No of Beneficiaries 10000. TotalHaat Bazar was Organised at Guwahati on 23-09-2023 and 24-09-2023 . No of Beneficiaries 10000. Total
ExpenditureExpenditure    11 lakhs . Food was served to the beneficiaries 21 clubs participated wholeheartedly and11 lakhs . Food was served to the beneficiaries 21 clubs participated wholeheartedly and
contributed old and new cloths and money and it was praised by one and all .contributed old and new cloths and money and it was praised by one and all .
Haat Bazar will be organized at Silchar on 15-10-2023.Haat Bazar will be organized at Silchar on 15-10-2023.
E Blood Bank APP is going to be released during second Cabinet Meet.E Blood Bank APP is going to be released during second Cabinet Meet.
New AOP for the District by the Name & Style LIONS INTERNATIONAL DIST 322G has been formedNew AOP for the District by the Name & Style LIONS INTERNATIONAL DIST 322G has been formed
and Registered. PAN of the District obtained and GST Registration of the District done. District Dues hasand Registered. PAN of the District obtained and GST Registration of the District done. District Dues has
been billed with GST to the Clubs.been billed with GST to the Clubs.
  Till 07-10-2023 we have served 4,25, 000 people and we occupy 3rd position in the MD322 for the numberTill 07-10-2023 we have served 4,25, 000 people and we occupy 3rd position in the MD322 for the number
of people served.of people served.
Selection of Environment project e-waste awareness and management which was presented live by our DGSelection of Environment project e-waste awareness and management which was presented live by our DG
(E) Nirmal Bhura at St. Charles Chicago during his DG (E) seminar by Lion’s International for International(E) Nirmal Bhura at St. Charles Chicago during his DG (E) seminar by Lion’s International for International
Project Library.Project Library.
  Appreciation by Multiple Officers including all Past International Directors present in the meeting and theAppreciation by Multiple Officers including all Past International Directors present in the meeting and the
International 3rd Vice President for nicely presenting District Goals and Action Plans for the year 23-24.International 3rd Vice President for nicely presenting District Goals and Action Plans for the year 23-24.



To
Lion Ipshita Dutta
Editor, Lions Imprint
Lions International
District 322G

"If I was down to the last dollar of my marketing budget I'd spend it on PR!" 
– Bill Gates
  
PR is the ultimate way to promote the service & activities of our Organisation,which
may increase the value of Lions' Brand.Keeping in view of that,in this L.Y.2023-2024 we
have initiated a Monthly Contest *MONTH IN MASS* on *PR activities* among the
Clubs of our District 322G. When clubs will be motivated and increase their PR
activities,automatically our District will be evaluated good in PR Height. Every month
in this contest we are selecting the the Best in Print Media, the Best Club in Tele Media
and the Best Club in Social Media.Accordingly the winner clubs will be recognised in
due course of time.We are observing the positive effect of the intiative that the clubs
have become much active in PR activities with full energy and motivation.
Moreover,our Team PRO is promoting the activities of the District in different PR
sources.We have also initiated to promote the best services,activities in The Lion
Magazine and other International and Multiple frames.
Hoping for a fruitful PR Health of our Lions District 322G in coming days.

Long live Lionism.
Long live District 322G.

Sabyasachee Rudra Gupta
Public Relation Officer
Lions District 322G
L.Y. 2023-2024

LIONS INTERNATIONAL

Lion Sabyasachi Rudra Gupta, Public Relation Officer
District 322G



MISSION 1.5

Lion Suresh Gaggar PMJF                       
District GMT Coordinator 

There are special awards announced by our Multiple 322 for membership growth for the period 1st October, 
2023 to 31st December, 2023 and the Clubs will be recognised on 10th February, 2024 at Kolkata by 
International President Dr Patti Hill in the presence of LCIF Chairperson and the 2nd IVP :

Clubs adding 5 members, the President will be honoured
Clubs adding 10 members, the PSTs will be honoured

At District level our honourable District Governor Lion Nirmal Bhura has set a goal for the clubs having 
strength less than 25 members as on 1st of October, 2023. These clubs if achieves the targeted strength of 25 
then they will be recognised and that club’s PSTs, club GMT & the members sponsoring the new members 
will be recognised by appreciation certificates. 

The theme of Lions Clubs International this year is "Changing the World". That is possible only with the 
strength of our clubs and that depends on the strength of our membership. We need to share our love of 
service & inspire others to join us in making a difference in the world.

As GMT Coordinator, I ask each one of you to embrace the challenge of “Mission 1.5”. Together, we can inspire 
others to join our ranks, strengthen our clubs, and bring even more service and compassion to our world.

I am thankful to all the Lion leaders from our district who have supported the mission by adding more than 
500 new members and given a net growth of approx. 400. Here, I would like to mention the name of Lions 
Club of Gauhati Greater which has added about 80 members and helped our district to reach a respectable 
position at the multiple level. Thank you for all that you do as Lions, and I look forward to working with you 
all as we continue to grow and thrive in District 322G.

https://youtu.be/RyVgSduoRFQ?si=dZ5bwaSCXsmMggL8

Friends, I am sure by now all of you are very well aware of “ Mission 1.5”. If 
not please touch the link above and see the video. Yes, Our International 
President Dr Patti Hill has set this mission of increasing the strength of 
Lions throughout the world to 15 lakhs by 2027 from the present strength of 
approx. 13.77 lakhs.

We should in fact take this as a challenge of achieving this target of 1.5 
Million, one year in advance so that the same is achieved during the period, 
our International 2nd Vice President A. P. Singh is seated as International 
President in 2025-26 at the head quarter of Lions International.  And for this 
reason, everyone has to put in efforts to achieve this target. So, friends I 
would like to hear from each Lion member …. “Challenge Accepted” and 
make India proud. 



MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH

AWARDS 
BY LIONS 

INTERNATIONAL 
FOR 

The more we grow, the more we can 
give. With MISSION 1.5, all Lions have 
the opportunity to be recognized.

The biggest change begins with you. You bring 
special talents and unique skills to our service. 
And so will every new member you proudly add 
to the ranks of your local club.

All Lions

MISSION 1.5 Membership Rockstar Award

Lions do more than serve together – we grow together. The top Lions sponsors 
worldwide will be recognized with a special MISSION 1.5 Membership Rockstar Pin 
and Plaque.

Qualifying criteria
• Be one of the 150 people who sponsor the most new members during each Lion year. 
Each constitutional area will have at least 5 winners per year.
MISSION 1.5 membership rockstars will also be recognized on lionsclubs.org, in LION 
Magazine, and at international convention.

All Lions

MISSION 1.5 Sponsor Pin

In addition to the traditional sponsor pin, Lions who sponsor a new member during 
MISSION 1.5 will also receive a special MISSION 1.5 Sponsor Pin designed to 
celebrate the achievement of welcoming a new member to your Lions club.

Qualifying criteria
• Sponsor a new member during MISSION 1.5
All new members and charter members who become Lions during MISSION 1.5 will 
receive a special member pin in addition to the traditional new member or charter 
member pin.

Qualifying criteria

• Silver MISSION 1.5 Growth Champion - Sponsor at least 2 new members in a Lion year
• Gold MISSION 1.5 Growth Champion - Sponsor at least 5 new members in a Lion year

Past 
officers

MISSION 1.5 Growth Champion Pin
Past officers never stop demonstrating their generous commitment to keeping 
Lions strong. As such, each year past international presidents, past international 
directors, and past district governors will have unique opportunities to earn 
exclusive Gold and Silver Growth Champion Pins, with the year inscribed, 
throughout MISSION 1.5.



All Lions

MISSION 1.5 Extension Excellence Pin

Club organizers who charter new clubs deserve recognition. These special edition 
MISSION 1.5 Extension Excellence Pins will be awarded at the chartering ceremony 
of the new club each recipient helped establish.

Qualifying criteria
• Charter a new club during MISSION 1.5

Lions clubs

Premier Club Award

MISSION 1.5’s Premier Club is a four-tiered, progressive award system with Premier, 
Silver, Gold, and Diamond levels. There is an opportunity to advance one tier every 
Lion Year, but to reach Diamond status by 2027, Premier Club status must be 
achieved in the first year.

Qualifying criteria
• Gain a new MISSION 1.5 Premier Club award tier each year by achieving 100% 
retention, 10% growth, with a minimum of 5 new members
Premier Club Award winners at and above the Silver Tier will also be recognized in 
LION magazine and at international convention.

Lions clubs

There is a special place reserved at the top of the MISSION 1.5 mountain. It’s an elite 
level only the most dedicated Lions clubs can attain. Lions always rise to the 
occasion. This is the occasion.

Qualifying criteria

• Retain 100% of existing membership and double club size by adding at least 20 
new members Platinum Club Award winners will also be recognized in LION 
Magazine and at international convention.

Goal achievement

A little change goes a long way, and global change starts with local efforts.                  
By achieving membership goals, you’ll qualify for additional MISSION 1.5 awards.

Platinum Club Award

Lions clubs

The Extension Excellence Banner Patch has been specially designed for MISSION 
1.5. When you sponsor a new club and add this limited-edition patch to your own 
club banner, it says to the world you understand – the more we grow, the more 
we’re able to give.

Qualifying criteria

• Charter a new club during MISSION 1.5

MISSION 1.5 Extension Excellence Banner Patch



Lion leaders

MISSION 1.5 Hero Award: Mid-Year Milestone

Heroes lead by example. And Lion leaders who oversee specific areas that achieve 
their targeted goals will receive a true hero’s reward – these Mission Hero Plaques.

Qualifying criteria
• Awarded to district governors, district/MD coordinators and GAT area leaders 
meeting 50% of their established membership goals by December 31 each year of 
MISSION 1.5 with at least one new club formed.
• District governors must also personally sponsor at least 5 new members
• GAT area leaders and GAT district/MD coordinators must also have all of the 
districts in their purview reach half their targets and personally sponsor at least 5 
new members or form a new club

Lion leaders

TElite MISSION 1.5 Hero Award Medals will be presented to qualifying district 
governors, GAT area leaders, GAT district/MD coordinators, zone chairpersons and 
region chairpersons who have truly gone above and behind MISSION 1.5’s call of 
duty by the end of the Lion year.

Zone chairpersons of zones with at least 4 clubs and region chairpersons of regions with at 
least 8 clubs will receive the Gold Medal if the zone/region had overall growth and the 
zone/region chairperson sponsored at least 5 members or formed a new club.

Qualifying criteria

• Silver Medals – awarded to leaders achieving 75% of the membership target and 
sponsoring at least 5 new members or forming a new club

• Gold Medals – awarded to leaders achieving 100% of the membership target and 
sponsoring at least 5 new members or forming a new club

MISSION 1.5 Hero Award: Year-End Milestone

Districts achieving their goals will be recognized on lionsclubs.org at the end of each year.

Gold medalists will also be recognized in LION magazine and at international convention.



On 28th – 30th April, 2023 we had a wonderful residential District level Schooling participated by 68 Lion
leaders. The event took place over two days at Club Nirvana and was designed to enhance the knowledge and
skills of our Lion members through a combination of engaging sessions and outdoor activities. The training
program featured a wide range of sessions aimed at providing valuable insights and knowledge to the Lion
members. The sessions covered various aspects of leadership, community service, and personal development.
The content was thoughtfully curated to ensure that participants left the event with practical skills and a
deeper understanding of their roles within the Lion's organization.
We were fortunate to have two distinguished guest faculties, Lion Anupam Singhania and Lion Rajiv Lochan,
who shared their expertise and experiences with the participants. Their sessions were particularly well-received
and added significant value to the program.
In addition to the classroom sessions, participants had the opportunity to engage in outdoor activities that
fostered teamwork, leadership, and camaraderie among the Lion members.
The success of any training program can be measured by the feedback from the participants. We are delighted
to report that the participants found the program to be insightful, engaging, and enjoyable. Many attendees
expressed their appreciation for the opportunity to learn from experts and network with fellow Lion members.
The District Schooling program at Club Nirvana for Lion members was a resounding success. We believe that
the knowledge and skills acquired during these two days will enable our members to serve their communities
even more effectively and continue to uphold the Lion's mission.

LIONS INTERNATIONAL
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Guiding Lion Program, which was conducted on August 23rd and 24th, 2023. The program
aimed to create mentors capable of guiding and strengthening new clubs in the future. It was
attended by 35 Lion members and leaders, and its success can be attributed to the innovative
approach of combining pre-program preparation via a WhatsApp group with live online
sessions.
To ensure that participants were well-prepared and engaged from the outset, a dedicated
WhatsApp group was created on August 10th. This platform served as a hub for daily course
materials distribution and task assignments. Participants were actively encouraged to read and
complete assignments to facilitate their learning journey.
The program featured online live sessions conducted by distinguished faculty members. We were
privileged to have two senior faculties, Lion NagaRaju, LCIP, and Govindraj, LCIP, who
brought their extensive knowledge and experience to the program. Their sessions were
invaluable and provided deep insights into mentorship and club strengthening. Prerna Agarwal
and Anand Aiyar were engaged as local faculties and their contributions enriched the program.
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On 13th August Lions Club of Region 5 & 6, held New Member Orientation Program and there were
23 participants. This program was designed to welcome and orient new members from the clubs
within their respective Zones and Regions. The event was a remarkable success, fostering a sense of
community and camaraderie among the new members.
The joint effort was led by Lion Ritu Banka, who meticulously planned the event in collaboration
with ZC Nandkishore Agarwal and Vishal Beriwal. The event featured guest faculties, Prerna
Agarwal as the GLT Co-Ordinator, and Sunil Agarwal as the ALLI. They all contributed significantly
to the success of the program.
New members had the opportunity to ask questions and share their thoughts and ideas. This open
dialogue encouraged meaningful interactions and allowed new members to connect with their peers.
To enhance the engagement and enjoyment of the participants, various activities such as games and
Antakshari were organized. These activities not only served as icebreakers but also helped in building
strong bonds among the new member.
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On 26th August, led by senior Lion Purobi Sarmah, Lions Club of Narangi, organized a
specific orientation event for their club members. This initiative aimed to ensure that new
members of the Narangi club felt welcomed and integrated into the local Lion
community.
The program provided a wealth of knowledge and insights into the Lions Club, its
mission, and the various ways new members can actively contribute to the community.
Participants were able to learn from experienced facilitators and engage in meaningful
discussions.
The event saw enthusiastic participation from 28 new members of the Narangi club. Their
curiosity and eagerness to learn were evident throughout the program.
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Regional Lions Leadership Institute (RLLI) held at Mayfair, Gopalpur from September 12th to
September 15th, 2023. The program was not only a valuable learning experience but also a
source of pride for our Lion Leaders, as they excelled and received praise from the team of
faculties.
Six of our Lion Leaders, Dilip Saraf, Suresh Gaggar, Nandkishore Agarwal, Tapash Saha, Dipali
Dhar and Shankar Chakravorty attended the RLLI and found the program to be an very
enriching experience. They actively participated in various sessions and workshops, absorbing
valuable knowledge and insights related to leadership within the Lions organization. The
interactive nature of the program contributed to their enjoyment and engagement throughout
the event.
The RLLI program provided our Lion Leaders with a comprehensive understanding of
leadership principles, effective communication, team building, and strategic planning. They
returned with enhanced leadership skills that will undoubtedly benefit our organization and the
community we serve.
The team of faculties leading the RLLI program praised our participants for their active
involvement, contributions, and commitment to the learning process. This recognition reflects
positively on our Lion Leaders and our organization as a whole.
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On 2nd September ‘ 23 Lions Club of Agartala And Lions Club of Agartala Femina jointly hosted
‘Upskill’, an Interpersonal Skills Program at Agartala Clubhouse. The session in Agartala
witnessed active and enthusiastic participation from a total of 29 participants from across clubs of
Agartala. Their eagerness to learn and improve their interpersonal skills was evident throughout
the event.
The session highlighted the true sense of service spirit for members in the association along with
sharing of ideas and reflecting on several aspects of being a Lion member. The Upskill program
provided valuable insights and practical knowledge to the Lions.
The participants expressed their appreciation for the program, highlighting its relevance and the
positive impact it would have on their interactions within the Lions community and beyond.
The program was very well arranged by Region Chair, Nirmal Shil, Zone Chair, Superna Dey
and PDG, Dr. S.K Dhar. Dr. Dhar with his extensive experience shared some wonderful insights
on some aspects of Lionism.
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On 17th September’23, at Hotel Orbit, Silchar, a training on interpersonal skills, Upskill was
organized. The session saw active engagement from 25 participants belonging to various clubs of
Silchar. They eagerly embraced the opportunity to enhance their skills.
The program faculty, Prerna Agarwal, delivered comprehensive training on interpersonal skills,
emphasizing effective communication and active listening techniques. The content was well-
received and deemed highly valuable by the participants.
The program was jointly hosted by 6 clubs of Region 3 & 4 and the Program Coordinator was
Lion Sabyasachee Rudra Gupta, supported by Regional GLT Co-ordinator, Lion Sujit
Khandelwal. The Leos and Lions who attended the program, provided positive feedback,
expressing their gratitude for the clubs’ initiative in offering such skill-building opportunities.
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1DistrictActivity

JULY, 2023

FEED THE HUNGER

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B:

CATEGORY C: CATEGORY D:

1st Guwahati Umang Lioness

2nd Gauhati Greater

3rd Guwahati Kamrupa 

1st Guwahati Metro

2nd Guwahati Times

3rd Guwahati Arpan &
Kailashahar

1st Silchar Care

2nd Agartala Galaxy

3rd Guwahati Sahyog 

1st 
Silchar Bijoy



1DistrictActivity

AUGUST, 2023

DIABETES DETECTION & AWARENESS CAMP

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B:

CATEGORY C: CATEGORY D:

1st Guwahati Umang Lioness

2nd Gauhati

3rd Gauhati Greater 

1st Kailashahar

2nd Guwahati Metro

3rd Guwahati Times

1st Gauhati Capital Assam

2nd Silchar Care

3rd Khowai

1st 
Silchar Bijoy



1DistrictActivity

SEPTEMBER, 2023

BLOOD DONATION 

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B:
1st Gauhati Greater

2nd Guwahati Umang 

3rd Gauhati

1st Kailashahar

2nd Times 

3rd Silchar Lioness

CATEGORY C:
1st Guwahati Icon

2nd Khowai

3rd Silchar Care 



• Pankaj Kumar Poddar (Gauha� Anmol)
• Payal Bhar�a (Gauha� Arpan) 

CLUB NAME : AGARTALA

• Dr Sunil Kanta Dhar • Siddhartha Nag • Suparna Dey (Agartala  Femina) • Partha Chakraborty ( Agartala Rajdhani)

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI CITY

• Bikash Agarwala • Naveen Tekriwal • Sunil Katho�a 

CLUB NAME : GAUHATI ANMOL

• Pankaj Kumar Poddar

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI METRO

• Manoj Jain • Prabha Devi  Kothari • Rajesh Agarwalla

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI SAHYOG

• Sukanta Biswas

CLUB NAME : KAILASHAHAR

CLUB NAME : KARIMGANJ CENTURION

• Bimal Ghosh 

CLUB NAME : SILCHAR LIONESS

• Mousumi Chowdhury

CLUB NAME : SILCHAR ANANTA

• Ipshita Du�a • Rita Chakraborty • Debdulal Das 

CLUB NAME : SILCHAR CENTRAL CLUB NAME : SILCHAR DYNAMIC

• Anil Jain • Nabina Sultana Mazumder

CLUB NAME : SILCHAR CARE

• Tapas Saha

• Chinmoy Roy • Jas Karan Tater • Samar Debnath • Shobha Bhura • Surbhi Bhura

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI KAMRUPA

• Sujit Bakhredia • Vishal Beriwal • Sudhir Choudhary

CLUB NAME : GAUHATI ARPAN

• Gauha� Arpan

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI PARVARISH

• Arvind Pareek • Gaurav Agarwal • Pra�k Killa

CLUB NAME : GUWAHATI UMANG LIONESS

• Kanchan Poddar • Seema Goenka

CLUB NAME : GAUHATI

• Ajay Poddar • Anand Aiyer • Arun Kumar Agarwal • Babulal More • Chandan Sethia • D.P. Bajaj • Deepak Mi�al 
• Dilip Kumar Saraf • Kailash Lohia • Kamal Agarwal • Kishore  Kumar Saboo • Madan Garg • Mahesh Kumar Agarwalla 
• Mahesh Sharma • Manoj Bhajanka • Pawan Kumar Mi�al • Prakash Sikaria • Purushotam Agarwal • Rakesh Kumar 
Chadha • Rajesh Agarwal Bhoot • Rajesh Kedia • Santosh Kr Jain • Sunil Agarwal • Surendra Jain • Pawan  Sharma • 
Raja Kaka� • Surendra Kumar Lath • Suresh Agarwalla • Sushil Kumar Jain • Vikash Chhawchharia  

CLUB NAME : GAUHATI GREATER

• Ashok Kumar Agarwala • Dr Shyam Sunder Harlalka • Lokesh Pareek • Narayan Agarwal • Babita Choudhary 
• Pramod Harlalka • Sheetal Kumal Khemka • Surendra Kumar Chandak • Suresh Gaggar • Bikash Kumar Agarwalla
• Darash Mathur • Sanatan Lahkar • Rajkishore Singh • Vinod Jain • Vikash Jain • Surendra Choraria • Kamal Sharma
• Niru Kabra • Sanjay Chabra  • Sanjay Khemka • Shalini Harlalka • Vishal Lath 

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE 
CONTRIBUTED FOR MJF



Congratulations
to Model Clubs for a 

Remarkable Year of Success!

LIONS CLUB OF GAUHATI

LIONS CLUB OF GUWAHATI PARVARISH











































Everybody 
can be great becuase
everybody can serve

Martin Luthar King, Jr.

Conclusion


